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GOVERNMENT INVESTS £13.5M IN 
THE LONDON OFFICE FOR RAPID 
CYBERSECURITY ADVANCEMENT  
AT HERE EAST 

•  Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport Matt Hancock 

officially opens government-funded London Office for Rapid Cybersecurity 

Advancement (LORCA) 

•  Newly named centre will position the UK as global leader in cyber security 

and support the country’s innovators to turn their ideas to solve critical cyber 

security challenges into reality

London, 27th June 2018: A new centre dedicated to cyber innovation, the London 

Office for Rapid Cybersecurity Advancement (LORCA), was officially opened by Matt 

Hancock, Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) yesterday.

The centre will be run by Plexal in the East London Innovation Centre located on 

the fast-growing Here East digital and creative campus, developed and owned by 

Delancey’s DV4 fund. The programme will be delivered in partnership with Deloitte’s 

cyber team and the Centre for Secure Information Technologies (CSIT) at Queen’s 

University Belfast. LORCA will receive £13.5m in support from DCMS over the 

course of three years. 

LORCA will help some of the UK’s brightest cyber security stars across all stages of 

growth address business challenges and achieve greater impact with their innovative 

solutions. The first ten organisations that will make up its first cohort have been 

unveiled, including B-Secur which specialises in using biometric heartbeat solutions 

as a means of authentication, as well as for health and wellbeing purposes.

LORCA will be joining the existing community at Here East of academics, global 

corporates and fast-growth businesses. The Delancey owned campus is unique in 

providing the space and infrastructure for entrepreneurs, global businesses and 

academics to come together and collaborate in the pursuit of innovation. As LORCA 

opens its doors, it brings cyber innovators to the unique campus who will be able to 

collaborate with the hugely diverse range of businesses already there.  

Plexal, which operates London’s largest innovation space and specialises in helping 

high-tech startups in artificial intelligence, augmented reality and the Internet of 

Things, will run the £13.5m innovation centre in Plexal City at Here East, on the site 

of London’s Olympic Park. LORCA will be delivered in partnership with Deloitte’s 

cyber team and the Centre for Secure Information Technologies (CSIT) at Queen’s 

University Belfast in a cross-disciplinary team with strategic, entrepreneurial, 

engineering and cyber security technical skills.  
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The threats posed to businesses 

by cyber-attacks are continually 

changing. We’re proud to 

be working with industry to 

understand their needs, with 

investors who can help develop 

the solutions scale at pace, and 

with incredible innovators who are 

helping secure UK’s position as a 

world leader in cyber security.

Lydia Ragoonanan,  

Director, 

LORCA
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Lydia Ragoonanan, Director of LORCA, said: “The threats posed to businesses by 

cyber-attacks are continually changing. We’re proud to be working with industry to 

understand their needs, with investors who can help develop the solutions scale at pace, 

and with incredible innovators who are helping secure UK’s position as a world leader in 

cyber security.”

“By bringing all these things together in our new centre we will stay ahead and help British 

businesses grow and succeed.”

Matt Hancock, Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, said: 

“Britain’s future prosperity will be based on its digital technology and no technology can 

work without cyber security so expanding this sector is critical to our future.

“It’s fantastic to open this new centre where some of our most talented entrepreneurs and 

innovative companies will develop the cyber security technology of tomorrow. This will 

boost London’s booming tech sector and benefit businesses across the country.

“We are investing £1.9 billion to protect the nation from cyber threats, have introduced 

new laws to strengthen our defences, and developed a wealth of free help and guidance for 

businesses available through our National Cyber Security Centre.”

Gavin Poole, Chief Executive of Here East, said: “The threat of cyber-attacks is 

something that most businesses are familiar with and there is no doubt that many of them 

could do more to protect themselves against such an eventuality. Cyber is fast moving and 

constantly changing and we need to keep ahead of the game. That’s why Plexal creating the 

London Cyber Innovation Centre at Here East is hugely important and exciting for us. This 

centre will be at the forefront of some of the most fascinating areas in cyber innovation. We 

look forward to welcoming cyber innovators to our unique campus and seeing how they will 

collaborate with the hugely diverse range of businesses already located here.”

Paul Goswell, managing director of Delancey, said: “Here East has quickly become 

the natural home for some of Europe’s most innovative companies. The arrival of LORCA 

strengthens that even further and enables London to position itself as the global leader in 

cyber security. 

As well as making the internet safer for all, LORCA will create jobs and boost Britain’s 

reputation around the world as the go-to destination for technology startups.”

Britain’s future prosperity will be 

based on its digital technology and 

no technology can work without 

cyber security so expanding this 

sector is critical to our future. It’s 

fantastic to open this new centre 

where some of our most talented 

entrepreneurs and innovative 

companies will develop the cyber 

security technology of tomorrow. 

This will boost London’s booming 

tech sector and benefit businesses 

across the country.

Matt Hancock,  

Secretary of State for Digital, 

Culture, Media and Sport
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Cyber is fast moving and 

constantly changing and we need 

to keep ahead of the game. That’s 

why Plexal creating the London 

Cyber Innovation Centre at Here 

East is hugely important and 

exciting for us. This centre will 

be at the forefront of some of the 

most fascinating areas in cyber 

innovation.

Gavin Poole,  

Chief Executive,  

Here East

Stephen Wray, Director of Cyber Innovation at Deloitte, said: “We are supporting 

clients solve cyber challenges in over 150 countries. LORCA will connect innovators with 

these global market opportunities. We look forward to bringing our domain expertise to 

help amplify the impact of LORCA Members for the benefit of the UK economy”

Dr Godfrey Gaston, CSIT Director, said: “CSIT is delighted to be a partner in LORCA. We 

will replicate our unique innovation model to assist the startup community within the new 

centre. This will be achieved through our dedicated engineering support and delivery of an 

academic engagement and thought leadership programme. This is a strategically important 

initiative and we are excited to start working with the next wave of UK cyber innovators.”

Sharon Barber, Chief Security Officer, Lloyds Banking Group, said: “As a founding 

partner we are delighted to foster growth, creativity and support cyber security innovators 

as they mature and scale up their proposition as it goes to the heart of our strategy to help 

Britain rosper.”
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Notes to Editors 

About the research

The research was undertaken by One Poll on behalf of LORCA among 500 UK 

C-level executives between 11/06/2018 and 19/06/2018. The survey was 

conducted online using panel members who are credited to participate in surveys. 

Respondents were targeted using screening questions and profile data in order to 

ensure the correct demographic was achieved.  

About Plexal

Found at Here East in the heart of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, Plexal is a 

service-based space that has been designed to be a testbed and launchpad for 

entrepreneurs and innovators. As well as gaining access to a hot-desk, fixed desk 

or private office, members can benefit from having a suite of on-site professional 

services to support them in areas like marketing, recruitment, legal matters and 

finance. Plexal’s innovation services team also delivers workshops and training 

to both corporate and start-up clients. And together with the Global Disability 

Innovation Hub, it’s launched a dedicated inclusive design accelerator aimed at 

improving the lives of disabled people.

Designed as a mini-city, Plexal has its own high street, town hall, indoor park and 

Makers’ Yard dedicated to testing, prototyping and making. Founded by clients of 

specialist real estate investment advisory company Delancey, it’s carefully curating a 

community of start-ups working in areas likes fintech, healthtech, cybersecurity the 

Internet of Things, AR, VR, AI and more. www.plexal.com

For more information on LORCA, visit lorca.co.uk 

Here East has quickly become the 

natural home for some of Europe’s 

most innovative companies. The 

arrival of LORCA strengthens that 

even further and enables London 

to position itself as the global 

leader in cyber security.

Paul Goswell,  

Managing Director, 

Delancey
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Notes to Editors 

About Here East 

Here East is located at the heart of Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in London 

and provides over one million square feet of dedicated and versatile spaces 

for creative and digital companies. It is designed as a place for start-up 

entrepreneurial businesses to co-exist and collaborate with global established 

businesses and support genuine product innovation.

The Here East campus includes shared workspaces and public areas to foster a 

tight community, with space for discussion and events, a landscaped canalside and 

artisan cafes, shops and restaurants.

Here East is home to an array of organisations, including Studio Wayne 

McGregor, UCL/Bartlett School of Architecture and University of Loughborough 

London, as well as BT Sport, Plexal – a world class innovation centre and Ford’s 

European Smart Mobility Innovation Office. Online luxury fashion retailer 

MATCHESFASHION.com, UK charity Scope, and video game company Sports 

Interactive have recently moved to Here East.

Here East is being developed by iCITY, a company owned by clients of Delancey, a 

specialist real estate investment advisory company.

About Delancey

Delancey is a specialist real estate investment, development and advisory 

company whose activities encompass retail, residential and commercial real estate 

across London and the UK. Collaborating on a wide range of assets, partners 

and clients, Delancey is recognised for its innovative and diverse approach 

to creating long term value from real estate. Delancey also advises clients on 

appropriate capital structures, financing and provides asset management and 

development services. Delancey has a diverse portfolio of retail, residential, office 

and corporate assets across London and the UK, including the Alpha Plus schools 

group, Elephant & Castle Shopping Centre and 185 Park Street in Southwark. 

Delancey is also a pioneer in the private rented sector and has spent much of 

the last few years bringing the legacy of the London 2012 Olympics to life; it is 

delivering over 3,000 homes for rent at the multi-award winning neighbourhood 

East Village, the former London 2012 Athletes Village in Newham. 

For further information visit delancey.com
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We look forward to bringing our 

domain expertise to help amplify 

the impact of LORCA Members for 

the benefit of the UK economy

Stephen Wray,  

Director,  

Cyber Innovation, 

Deloitte


